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Abstract. This paper focuses on analyzing the underlying senti-
ment of news articles, taken to be factual rather than comprised of
opinions. The sentiment of each article towards a specific theme can
be expressed in orders of magnitude terms and aggregated into a
centralized sentiment which can be trended. This allows the inter-
pretation of sentiments without conversion to numerical values. The
methodology, as defined, maintains the range of sentiment articulated
in each news article per day. In addition, a measure of consensus is
defined for each day as the degree to which the articles published
agree in terms of the sentiment presented. A real case example is
presented for a controversial event in recent history with the analysis
of 82,054 articles over a three day period. The analysis compares the
internal consensus per day of different countries.

1 Introduction

Exploiting sentiment analysis for stock predictions [3], elections [8],
sentiment tracking [6], has become common. Different sentiment
techniques have been developed to identify sentiment in data such
as blogs, online reviews, and microblogs [20]. Methodologies have
been applied to trending sentiments towards particular topics such as
election candidates, monitoring customer sentiment towards a prod-
uct or business, aggregating customer reviews and so on. Many of
these methods begin by assessing sentiment of written text on a n-
point scale or as positive, negative or neutral labels [16]. However,
this initial assessment can loose the original sentiment contained
within the text if the positive and negative values assigned to each
word in a text are summed together for an overall score. In addition,
the sentiment can be further removed when the sentiment of groups
of texts are aggregated. As sentiment can be both positive and neg-
ative in a group of texts, the average sentiment may appear neutral.
Furthermore, the extent to which an individual text may be positive
or negative is no longer evident in the mean. To this end, the method-
ology presented in this paper proposes to represent sentiment in order
of magnitude terms to capture the range of positiveness and negative-
ness in an individual written text.

As the consumption of fake news becomes more and more of a
concern, the professional role of media is at the forefront. Sensa-
tionalism contradicts the role of the news to report accurate infor-
mation about events [7]. Journalists control what is explained and
how the story is framed [11, 1]. This framing shapes how an audi-
ence discusses a story. However, its influence can diminish with an
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audience’s awareness of issues or events in their communities or the
world [4]. In addition, research has demonstrated that newspapers
have the ability to alter the perception of the importance and dom-
inant opinion a community associates with specific issues [15]. As
such, newspapers may be able to indirectly change public opinion
[15].

Public opinion can result in different actions. Therefore, there
has been interest in studying investor sentiment [3], voter sentiment
[8, 21], sentiment tracking [6]. These sentiments have been studied
to predict stock forecasts [3], election outcomes [8], voter social me-
dia behavior [21], and detecting events related to sentiment change
[6]. Some methods applied a mean sentiment score [3, 21], others
analyzed the frequency with which texts scored a specific sentiment
[8, 6], others a moving average [6]. For some papers, the overall sen-
timent scores were defined for each tweet as the sum of the positive
and negative sentiments assigned [21, 6]. Another paper, traced the
divergence of opinions over time [2]. In order to study public sen-
timent, each of these studies focused on a particular theme such as
political candidates, specific stocks or event. Lastly, these papers an-
alyzed sentiment from Twitter posts rather than news articles, a plat-
form where expressions of opinion are more accessible and possibly
more obvious.

In this paper, we propose a methodology which highlights cen-
tral sentiment and degree of consensus among a group of news arti-
cles. The sentiment of each article is expressed in order of magnitude
terms. As centralized sentiment is computed to reflect country spe-
cific opinion and a comparison is made among the positions taken
by each country. The approach is novel, to our knowledge, in con-
sidering article sentiment as intervals rather than separately, or as an
average or substraction of positive and negative sentiment preserving
the original opinion. In addition, sentiment is described in orders of
magnitude terms to better reflect the natural manner in which humans
discuss articles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. First, the preliminar-
ies underlying the methodology are presented in Section 2. Next, the
proposed methodology is introduced in Section 3. It is followed by
a real case example and a discussion of the results from its imple-
mentation in Section 4. Lastly, the conclusion and future work are
presented in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, a summary of basic concepts related to Orders of
Magnitude Term Sets (OMTS) which will be referenced in the
methodology are presented. These concepts are considered following
absolute orders of magnitude reasoning model introduced by Travé-
Massuyès [19, 18].



Let S denote a finite totally ordered set of linguistic terms, S =
{a1, . . . , an} with a1 < · · · < an. In this article, a OMTS is defined
as a set {x ∈ S | ai ≤ x ≤ aj} that is denoted as [ai, aj ] if
i < j or {ai} if j = i. Note that the same concept is denoted as
fuzzy linguistic term set in [17]. Then, HS is defined as the set of
all possible OMTS over S including the empty OMTS, {∅}, such
thatH∗S = HS − {∅}, according to the extension of fuzzy linguistic
terms set considered in Montserrat et al. [13].

The setHS is extended toHS , to include the concepts of positive
intersection of linguistic terms, negative intersection or gap of lin-
guistic terms and zero linguistic terms. Positive intersection OMTS
come from two OMTS with some linguistic terms in common, zero
OMTS are the result of the intersection of two consecutive OMTS,
while negative intersecion OMTS are the result of two OMTS with
no common or consecutive linguistic terms.

In addition, the extended connected union and extended intersec-
tion operators are considered in this context as explained in [13] in
the case of fuzzy linguistic terms sets.

1. The extended intersection of H1 and H2, H1 uH2, is the largest
element inHS that is contained in H1 and H2.

2. The extended connected union of H1 and H2, H1 t H2, is the
smallest element inHS that contains H1 and H2.

The extended intersection and extended connected union can be
used to compute the distance between two OMTS as defined in [13]
for hesitant fuzzy linguistic terms sets. Given H1 and H2 ∈ HS ,
the width of H ,W(H), is defined as the number of linguistic terms
contained inH , or cardinality, card(H), ifH ∈ HS or−card(−H)
if H is a negative OMTS. Then the distance between OMTS in HS
is computed between H1 and H2, as:

D(H1, H2) :=W(H1 tH2)−W(H1 uH2). (1)

To obtain the central sentiment (or centroid) of a set of articles
about a specific theme λ , the distance D is applied as follows:

Definition 1 ([13]) Let λ be a theme, G a set of r articles and
H1, . . . , Hr the OMTS expressed by the articles in G with respect
to the theme, λ. Then, the centroid of the set is:

Co = arg min
H∈H∗S

r∑
i=1

D(H,Hi). (2)

The centroid is a central measure for ordinal scales with hesitancy.
In addition to the centroid, we consider the consensus degree pro-
posed by [12] to quantify the sentiment agreement among a set of
articles.

Definition 2 ([14]) Let G be a set of r articles of a theme λ, and
H1, . . . , Hr be their respective sentiments in OMTS. Let Co be the
central sentiment of the set. Then, the degree of consensus of G on λ
is defined as:

δλ(G) = 1−

r∑
i=1

D(Co, Hi)

r · (n− 1)
. (3)

Note that 0 ≤ δλ(G) ≤ 1 as r · (n− 1) is an upper bound of the
addition of distances between the centroid and sentiment expressed
as OMTS [14].

3 The proposed approach to detecting contrasting
sentiment

In this section, we present the formal framework to determine the
centroid and consensus among the sentiments of articles. Generally,
articles published on the same day about the same theme do not have
to reflect the same sentiments. However when it does, it could indi-
cate that the sources of the articles are motivated in the same direc-
tion. Further analysis could be performed by evaluating the consen-
sus of articles from neighboring or allied countries. Likewise, articles
from a specific country could be trended by representing the aggre-
gate articles for each day in terms of their centroid. A spike in the
any direction different from the trend can draw attention.

The methodology requires as input a set of articles previously
identified with positive and negative sentiment, and themes. The pro-
cess of identifying the sentiment and theme are considered out of
scope of this methodology as we are focused on identifying the cen-
troid and measuring the consensus. The process has four steps: 1)
Select theme for analysis and the corresponding articles, 2) Repre-
sent sentiment in linguistic terms, 3) Identify the centroid, and 4)
Measure the consensus as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Framework to determine the centroid and consensus among
article sentiment

1. Select theme for analysis and the corresponding articles: In this
step, a theme is selected in order to focus the analysis. The data
set is filtered for only those articles which reference a partic-
ular theme regardless of the degree to which a theme is mentioned.

2. Represent sentiment in linguistic terms: Next, for each article
there are positive and negative sentiments. If the article is
associated with positive and negative sentiment for each word in
the article, the percent of negative and percent of positive words
needs to be computed. We will refer to these percentages as



positive and negative scores going forward.

Different from the methodologies previously discussed in Section
1, the methodology presented in this paper proposes to utilize
intervals to represent the article sentiments. Intervals assist
with distinguishing cases in which you have a polarization in
sentiment. For example, an article with a positive score, +12,
and negative score, -11, could be summarized by its average
sentiment, 0.5. Similarly, an article with a positive score, +5,
and negative score, -3.5, would be summarized by its average
sentiment, 0.75. Both of these examples would appear neu-
tral. However, an interval would highlight that the first article
expressed extreme sentiment in both directions. Whereas, the
second article communicated with lesser sentiment. In addition,
each interval is converted to linguistic terms to better represent
how humans would describe an article.

Given an article with negative and positive scores, A− and A+,
respectively, the sentiment can be represented in linguistic terms
as:

HA = min{H ∈ HS/[A−, A+] ⊂ H}, (4)

when A− 6= 0 and A+ 6= 0. In the case that A− = 0 or A+ =
0, then HA is min{H ∈ S/A− ∈ S} or min{H ∈ S/ A+ ∈
S}, respectively.

Example 3.1 Let us consider a set of possible sentiments in
linguistic terms: S = {very negative, negative, somewhat negative,
somewhat positive, positive, very positive} where very negative(VN)
= [−100,−10], negative(N) = (−10,−5], somewhat negative(SN)
= (−5, 0], somewhat positive(SP) = (0, 5], positive(P) = (5, 10],
very positive(VP) = (10, 100] from which an article’s sentiment
may be described. Given an article with positive score A+ = 3 and
negative score A− = −8, the representation of the sentiment of
the article in linguistic terms would be [N, SP]. Similarly, given an
article with positive score A+ = 12 and negative score A− = 0,
the representation of the sentiment of the article in linguistic terms
would be [VP].

3. Identify the centroid: Once all the pairs of positive and negative
scores for each article in the set have been translated into linguis-
tic terms, the centroid can be computed according to Equation
2 and distance D from Equation 1. This represents the central
sentiment of the set of articles.

Example 3.2 Let us considerG to be a set of 5 articles written about
a theme λ. The sentiment of each article is expressed in OMTS over
the set S from Example 3.1. If H1, H2, H3, H4, H5 are the OMTS of
the sentiment communicated in the 5 articles, then the centroid of the
set of articles, Co, can be identified as shown in Table 1.

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 Co

λ [N,SN ] {N} [SP, P ] [V N,N ] [N,SP ] [N,SN ]

Table 1. Centroid of the set of articles G related to theme λ.

4. Measure the consensus: To understand to what extent articles in
the set share similar sentiment, we compute the distance of each
one of them to the central sentiment and determine its consensus
δ from Equation 3.

Example 3.3 Continuing with Example 3.2, the distances, D, be-
tween the centroid Co and the sentiment of each article are com-
puted using Equation 1. The distances are shown in Table 2 along
with their associated degrees of consensus.

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

5∑
i=1

Di δλ(G)

λ 0 1 4 2 2 9 0.45

Table 2. Consensus of sentiments for articles in set G related to theme λ

4 A real case example

We demonstrate the presented methodology works with a subset of
data from GDELT [10], an open news platform. ”GDELT monitors
print, broadcast, and web news media in over 100 languages from
across every country in the world...”5. Its archives are continuously
updated every 15 minutes providing information on the people, loca-
tions, organizations, themes, sources, emotions, counts, quotes, im-
ages and events discussed in each article. GDELT has been used in
previous research studies related to global news coverage of disasters
[9], effects of political conflict [22], and predicting social unrest [5].

The GDELT data set is publicly available6. For each article, a list
of all the themes found in the document are provided. There are 2589
possible themes from which a document can be labeled. The data set
includes the tone or sentiment for each of the articles. The tone for an
article is described in terms of six emotional dimensions: the average
tone of the article, the positive score, negative score, percentage of
words found in the tonal dictionary, percentage of active words, and
percentage of self/group reference. The average tone is the positive
score minus the negative score. The positive and negative scores are
the percentage of all words in the article found to have positive and
negative emotion, respectively.

To illustrate the viability of the methodology, we selected data
before, during, and after a controversial news event. Specifically,
we selected January 7 through January 9, 2020 during which time
the crash of a Ukrainian airplane was being questioned. During this
time frame, information for 589,815 articles were collected from
GDELT’s database. The articles were filtered for those labeled as
”Conflict and Violence” to narrow the articles to those most related
to the event. This reduced the data set to 82,054 articles. The positive
and negative scores for each of the articles were selected to repre-
sent the tone. These were selected as they represented the range and
quantity of each type of sentiment present in an article, making them
a better descriptor than the average tone, as previously mentioned.

Next, we represented each article’s tone in linguistic terms follow-
ing Equation 4 and Example 3.1. Table 3, shows the translation of
five articles from the dataset.

5 https://www.gdeltproject.org
6 http://data.gdeltproject.org/gdeltv2/masterfilelist.txt



Article Country Date Positive
Score

Negative
Score

Linguistic
Term

1 US 07/01/2020 0.72 6.46 [N, SP]
2 US 07/01/2020 6.25 3.12 [SN, P]
3 US 07/01/2020 1.29 7.41 [N, SP]
4 US 07/01/2020 0 4.61 [SP, SP]
5 US 07/01/2020 1.32 8.07 [N, SP]

Table 3. Representation of sentiment in linguistic terms

Then, we analyzed the consensus on the tone of the articles to
each country level. Therefore, the centroid was computed as the cen-
tral sentiment for each of the three days selected for all the articles
published. At this level we were able to analyze changes in sentiment
by a given country during the selected event period. Table 4 depicts
the same linguistic term that is consistent across different days in US,
but the level of consensus changes across the different days.

Country Date Linguistic
Term Consensus

US 07/01/2020 [N,SP] 0.894
US 08/01/2020 [N,SP] 0.900
US 09/01/2020 [N,SP] 0.890

Table 4. Linguistic Terms & Consensus of the US for the three different
days

5 Conclusion and Future Research
The proposed methodology translates positive and negative senti-
ment scores into linguistic terms. These terms are expressed as el-
ements of the lattice of OMTS. This allows on the one hand the com-
putation of distances among article sentiments and on the other hand
the identification of the central representation together with the con-
sensus of the sentiment. By using these linguistic terms, the method-
ology enables more explainable results compared to the results ob-
tained when using numerical values. Regarding the future research,
we considered comparing the centroid and consensus results from
our proposed methodology to those obtained by means of a quantita-
tive approach.

A limitation of the current methodology is that the analysis of
the positive and negative sentiment of an individual article can be
misinterpreted when coming from an individual theme. This is due
to the sentiment scores of an article being associated with the entire
article. Therefore, they cannot be separated into the different themes
discussed. As such, the degree of positiveness or negativeness
attributed to the theme analyzed cannot be certain. In this direction,
as a future work, we will consider the use of different aggregation
functions or feature modeling to take into account the imbalance
among the themes represented in the articles. Furthermore, we
plan to extend this methodology to take into account the relative
importance of each segment or paragraph when weighting the scores.
A second direction for our future work is to track sentiment trends
to observe how different types of events affect the news reported.
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